Course And Faculty Evaluation Begins

Students will be given an opportunity to formally evaluate their teachers and courses during the three week period of December 4-22, by completing a simple 12 item questionnaire, to be distributed during class time.

The program stems out of the Board of Higher Education requirements and an earlier voluntary evaluation system designed by students last year.

The Bylaws of the Board of Higher Education (Article XI, Section 11.61) provide that:

The board shall, in passing on recommendations regarding promotions and tenure, consider student evaluations of faculty, classroom and teaching performance.

In addition, on December 29, 1971, the Board of Higher Education adopted a resolution which reads:

This board hereby authorizes February 1, 1972 be held as the date beyond which no recommendations for reappointment, tenure or promotion shall be granted without evidence given to the board of systematic student evaluations, except in cases where the chairman presents a recommendation for further delay.

A copy of the resolution was sent to all faculty members, Dr. Gerald Loomis, Assistant Dean for Academic Affairs, said that the Board’s action makes clear that the Board is “a little concerned” about the way the program has been administered so far.

Committee Against The War Brings Dollinger, Feliciane

Anti-war activist David Dollinger and Puerto Rican intellectual, Carlos Feliciano were the stars of the Baccus Club’s Student Program Committee’s program last night. The program was part of the first speaker of the Chicago Seven, recently released, and the three latest Puerto Rican political prisoners. He began his talk by stating that there is a relationship between the anti-war movement and the civil rights movement in the early years. He added that victories in the movement come slowly and that losses come with victories. The United States, he said, is a nation of movement and the civil rights movement in the early years.

Next week, students will be given an opportunity to formally evaluate their teachers and courses during the three week period of December 4-22, by completing a simple 12 item questionnaire, to be distributed during class time.
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Anti-war activist David Dollinger and Puerto Rican intellectual, Carlos Feliciano were the stars of the Baccus Club’s Student Program Committee’s program last night. The program was part of the first speaker of the Chicago Seven, recently released, and the three latest Puerto Rican political prisoners. He began his talk by stating that there is a relationship between the anti-war movement and the civil rights movement in the early years. He added that victories in the movement come slowly and that losses come with victories. The United States, he said, is a nation of movement and the civil rights movement in the early years.

Basketball Team Wins First Game Of Season

A run of seven straight points midway through the first half put the Baccus basketball team up, 38-32. The Terriers went on to defeat New Plaza State, 73-69, in the season’s opener Friday night at the 8th Regiment Armory.

The Terriers led by an edge of 15 points before they got into foul trouble, which was shown in a 36-31 victory over the Blues. They overcame three points with 12 minutes left on a big three-point play by guard Bob Stratton. Around that time, the Terriers began a 19-point run before trailing them and tying the game. A 32-32 deadlock was scored in 2:59.

Two other newcomers who showed their versatility were Debby Baker and John Miller, whose combined seven points proved the team’s ability to come back from behind.

Designated central distribution and collection areas are as follows: for Liberal Arts, the Student Bar, Undergraduate Common Room, 3rd floor, Student Lounge, 4th floor, Student Center, 4th floor, and Student Union, 4th floor.
Baruch Heads Collective Bargaining

A National Center for the Study of Collective Bargaining in Higher Education—The First at American College—May Be a Turning Point in Higher Education

This Center addresses what most important new issues facing higher education. Collective bargaining is not just a function of faculty requirements and negotiations, but a part of a larger picture of institutional organization and management. It is the focus of attention in this Center’s program. The Center’s primary mission is to help improve the way faculty members of our institutions are organized. It is organized in this manner.

"The new Center in the City University will serve faculty organizations either newly formed or looking to improve their operations. It will serve faculty organizations of this kind and will be a valuable resource for those who have never been involved in collective bargaining. The Center's goal is to provide faculty with the resources and advice necessary to improve their operations and make decisions that affect their future."

Basketball... (Continued from Page 1) New Paltz takes over. The New Paltz Owls, led by Bob Harris, took the lead in the second half and never looked back. The Owls won, 68-54, securing their second win of the season.

A few final thoughts: The Owls have a few more games on their schedule, including a game against SUNY New Paltz this week. Stay tuned for updates on their progress.
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New Product Conference

The chairman of the conference was Harry Miller of the Harry Miller Company. The conference was held at the Baruch College Conference Center.

"The main focus of the conference was on new products. We discussed the importance of new products in today’s business environment and how they can help companies stay competitive. We also talked about the challenges of bringing new products to market and the strategies for success. The conference was a great success and everyone left with valuable insights."
The Search For Authority

Satisfy Yourself

A Special to the Freaky Philo

...
STUDENTS HAVE A RIGHT TO SEE THE RESULTS OF COURSE AND FACULTY EVALUATIONS

These results must be published for the benefit of all students. If they are not published, they will perish in some administrator’s file without any student having used them as he sees fit.

PUBLISH OR PERISH

If Evaluations Are Not Published, The Program Will Perish

It’s up to you to get your instructor to sign the release form allowing publication by Student Government. By December 22, all forms will have been collected. Unless your instructor signs the release form, December 22 will be the last time you will see those evaluations. You don’t have to fill out the evaluation forms unless your instructor fills out the release.

You Have Power Too. Use It Now!
The Jewish Students Of Baruch College presents
COFFEE HOUSE
Saturday December 9th 8:30 * 17 Lexington Avenue
Admission $1.50 Unlimited Refreshments.
Music By - Intensive Heat

Come Hear
David Dellingner
and
Carlos Feliciano
Dec 7th 11:30-1:30
Freshman Center In The Student Lounge.
They Will Talk About The War At Home
And The War In Vietnam
Baruch Comm. To End The War

Declarations Of Candidacy For
"The Editorship Of Ticker"
are now being accepted

Anyone interested in running for the position, kindly submit a sealed letter To Ticker Association, Box 9C Student Center

Declarations are due by 3:00 p.m.
Thursday December 14

Applicants will be required to meet with Ticker Association the week of the 18th to discuss the necessary requirements for the Editorship and to receive preliminary screening assignments.

Any questions can be referred to Bob Barrett, Editor-in-Chief

Student Draft Counseling

wants to help you
if you're starting
to feel a draft

RWB A Student Center
Mon 11-2
Tue 10-11, 12-3
Wed 10-2, 3-4
Thur 10-11, 12-4
Fri 9-10,11-12:3

Notes: Lower Classroom (women) Needed To Be

TICKER

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1972
THE FOREIGN SOCIETY TRADE
PRESENTS
MRS. SERGIO MORALE OF AMERTOP TRADING COMPANY
TO SPEAK ON THE IMPORTATION OF SUGAR INTO THE U.S.

TIME: 12:30 REFRESHMENTS ROOM 1312 WILL BE SERVED

THE JEWISH STUDENTS OF BARUCH COLLEGE PRESENTS
COFFEE HOUSE
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 9TH 8:30 * 17 LEXINGTON AVENUE
ADMISSION $1.50 UNLIMITED REFRESHMENTS.
MUSIC BY - INTENSIVE HEAT

COME HEAR DAVID DELLINGNER AND CARLOS FELICIANO
DECEMBER 7TH 11:30-1:30
FRESHMAN CENTER IN THE STUDENT LOUNGE.
THEM WILL TALK ABOUT THE WAR AT HOME
AND THE WAR IN VIETNAM
BARUCH COMM. TO END THE WAR

DECLARATIONS OF CANDIDACY FOR "THE EDITORSHIP OF TICKE" ARE NOW BEING ACCEPTED

ANYONE INTERESTED IN RUNNING FOR THE POSITION, KINDLY SUBMIT A SEALED Letter TO Ticker association, Box 9C Student Center

DECLARATIONS ARE DUE BY 3:00 P.M.
THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14

APPLICANTS WILL BE REQUIRED TO MEET WITH Ticker ASSOCIATION THE WEEK OF THE 18TH TO DISCUSS THE NECESSARY REQUIREMENTS FOR THE EDITORSHIP AND TO RECEIVE PRELIMINARY SCREENING ASSIGNMENTS.

ANY QUESTIONS CAN BE REFERRED TO BOB BARRETT, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Baruch Hot Line

By Tanya Scholten

Baruch’s Cake Sale

Baruch students held a cake sale last Thursday to raise money for the Big Brother/Big Sister program.

American Marketing Association presents

Barbara Zidovsky & Tom Berkenbottter from A.C. Nielsen Co.

Come hear these account executives discuss the operations of the world’s largest marketing research agency.

December 7
12:00 Noon
24th St. Auditorium
Refreshments

Draft Guest

Can A Troglydote Be Drafted?

On August 15, 1973, President Richard Nixon announced that the draft would be reinstated. This caused a stir among the American public. The draft is a system that requires all males to serve in the military for a certain period of time.

President Nixon stated that he had signed the draft order because he believed it was necessary to maintain national security. He also said that he had done so to prevent a future draft. The draft was reinstated for men between the ages of 18 and 26.

Critics of the draft have argued that it is an unfair system because it disproportionately affects people of lower socioeconomic status. They also argue that the draft is outdated and that a more effective system is needed.

In response to these criticisms, President Nixon stated that the draft would be voluntary. He also said that the draft would be used only when necessary.

The reinstatement of the draft has sparked a national debate about the role of the military and the role of the draft in American society.

Thanksgiving With The Italian Society

By John Zambito

Thanksgiving is a time for family gatherings and reflection. For many, it is a time to give thanks for the blessings of the year.

For those who are not able to spend Thanksgiving with their families, there are many places to celebrate the holiday. Some options include local restaurants, community centers, and volunteer organizations.

In this article, we will explore some of the options for celebrating Thanksgiving with the Italian Society.

History Society presents

Prof. Marcia Cavello (SUNY)
on Frazil: The Enduring Legacy

Thursday, December 7
Room 826
Time: 12:20
TICKER
QUESTION: I am a 20 year old male student. I have some gay friends. After a few experiences I felt confused. I'm pretty sure I prefer girls, but the confusion doesn't go away. I would like some help in getting resolved.

ANSWER: I would suggest, first of all, that the actual sequence of sexual events probably happened in a different order. If you ever have any doubt about the direction of resolution, if that is what you wish to accomplish. Psychological assistance may be necessary.

QUESTION: I am a 18 year old female student. I'm terribly confused about something that's been happening recently. Even when I see something that I want to do is all right, I feel guilty after I do it. I even imagine them bothering me, and then they don't. Is this something that's happening to me?

ANSWER: No, it is not something crazy, but it is your way of keeping your parents alive in your mind at a point in time when your awareness of your image would ordinarily be less apparent to you. Your situation brings into focus an adolescent dilemma that is troublesome to many teenagers. The dilemma is that parental permission is treated psychologically as parental imposition, and sometimes, as in your case, this reversal makes a severe impact on the adolescent's sense of well-being. For example, a student reported recently that he had received permission from his parents to remain out until three o'clock in the morning. He returned home a few minutes before three, but, on opening the front door, he imagined that his father was standing there waiting to punish him. Out of guilt, he imagined that if he were caught, he would be hollering at me, and then they don't. Is this something that's happening to me?

ANSWER: I would suggest, first of all, that the actual sequence of sexual events probably happened in a different order. If you ever have any doubt about the direction of resolution, if that is what you wish to accomplish. Psychological assistance may be necessary.

QUESTION: I am a 20 year old male student. I have some gay friends. After a few experiences I felt confused. I'm pretty sure I prefer girls, but the confusion doesn't go away. I would like some help in getting resolved.

ANSWER: I would suggest, first of all, that the actual sequence of sexual events probably happened in a different order. If you ever have any doubt about the direction of resolution, if that is what you wish to accomplish. Psychological assistance may be necessary.

I.D. PHOTOS
All Students Staff And Faculty Members Where Have Not Had Their Photos Taken
1 Go To Room 311 S.C.
Hrs. 12:15-8 Mon - Th. 12:15-3 Fri
All Students:
2 Pick Up Finished Cards
In North Lounge, Student Center
3 Validation Stickers Available
In Student Center Lobby.
Bring Bursar's Receipt

Tuesday, December 5, 1972
TICKER